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Abstrat
Understanding how biologial homohirality emerged remains a hallenge for the researhers interested in the origin of life.
During the last deades, stable non-raemi steady states of nonequilibrium hemial systems have been disussed as a possible
response to this problem. In line with this framework, a desription of reyled systems was provided in whih stable produts
an be ativated bak to reative ompounds. The dynamial behaviour of suh systems relies on the presene of a soure of
energy, leading to the ontinuous maintaining of unidiretional reation loops. A full thermodynami study of reyled systems,
omposed of miroreversible reations only, is presented here, showing how the energy is transferred and distributed through the
system, leading to yle ompetitions and the stabilization of asymmetri states.
Keywords: Homohirality, origin of life, thermodynamis, kinetis, miroreversibility, protometabolism, reyled systems,
APED model.
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2Introdution
The early origin of life annot be studied without taking
aount the self-organization of hemial networks,
1
the emer-
gene and antagonism of autoatalyti loops,
2
and the onset of
energy uxes driving the whole proess.
3
Suh hemial net-
works are espeially interesting to understand the appearane
of biologial homohirality  still one of the most prominent
problems in the origin of life
4,5
 as the destabilization of
the raemi state resulting from the ompetition between
enantiomers and from ampliation proesses onerning both
ompetitors.
6
The onset of biologial homohirality an thus
be oneived as a symmetry breaking phenomenon ourring
in a nonequilibrium autoatalyti system leading to stable
non-raemi steady states.
7
Reent developments in those lines are aiming at the de-
sription of reyled systems,
8,9
rather than open-ow sys-
tems.
10
While traditional model systems are totally open, the
energy input being brought by uxes of the hiral subunits
themselves, what we all reyled systems are instead losed
to the hiral subunits but oupled to a ux of energeti
ompounds. In reyled systems, there is a onstant number
of hiral subunits that are driven away from the equilibrium
state by an ative proess allowing to transform low-potential
hiral subunits into high-potential ones.
6
This absene of ad-
dition/removal proess of hiral subunits, whih are inherent
to the Frank's model, implies a neessary interonversion of
hiral subunits to obtain a hange of the initial imbalane
(see Fig. 1). Reation uxes beome thus neessary, going
through some epimerization reations, direted from the minor
onguration towards the major one, that is, in a diretion
opposed to the thermodynami one.
Figure 1: Shemati representation of the deraemization
proess in open-ow and reyled systems. Open-ow systems:
the autoatalyti onstrution inreases the absolute dier-
ene between L and D, and maintains the relative dierene;
mutual destrution maintains the absolute dierene, and
inreases the relative dierene. Reyled system: some of
minor onguration ompounds are onverted to the major
onguration, inreasing both the absolute and relative dier-
enes between L and D.
While previous studies have foused on the kinetis as-
pets,
9
the purpose of this work is to understand how suh
hemial dynami systems an be oneived still obeying
the thermodynami laws. Our oneptual framework will
lay an important emphasis on entropi exhanges.
11,12
This
approah requires to take into aount the miroreversibility of
all reations, even if they turn out to be quasi-irreversible, and
to expliit the soure of energy. These points an be negleted
in a kineti study,
13
but are neessary to ompute energeti
quantities.
Departing from there, a nonequilibrium Onsager's triangle
of reations
14
will be analyzed to point out how hemial
energy an be transferred into a hemial system and main-
tain a unidiretional reation yle. This will lead to the
desription of nonequilibrium systems in terms of the reation
uxes (that is, the dynamis of the systems), rather than
the onentrations (that is, their stati parameters). Finally,
the APED system (Ativation-Polymerization-Epimerization-
Depolymerization system
9
) will be analyzed, showing how a
reyled system of hiral subunits an be maintained in a non-
raemi state by onsuming hemial energy, and by driving
this energy towards reation yles of autoatalyti inversion
of hiral enters. An energeti and entropi analysis will show
how this soure of energy an be eiently onsumed.
General Relations
Let us onsider a system onstituted by r hemial reations
Rj , involving n ompounds Xi. For eah ompound Xi, n
uxes of exhange of matter Φi an be established with the
surrounding:
Φi :
ϕei→ Xi (1a)
Rj :
nX
i=1
ν−i,jXi
kj
⇀↽
k
−j
nX
i=1
ν+i,jXi. (1b)
The exhange ux
15. ϕei is positive for inoming ompounds,
negative for outgoing ompounds, and zero for non-exhanged
ompounds.
15
The net stoihiometri oeients are:
νi,j = ν
+
i,j − ν
−
i,j . (2)
If ν+i,j = 0 and ν
−
i,j 6= 0, Xi is a reatant of the reation Rj .
If ν+i,j 6= 0 and ν
−
i,j = 0, Xi is a produt. If ν
−
i,j = ν
+
i,j 6= 0,
Xi is a atalyst. If ν
+
i,j 6= 0, ν
−
i,j 6= 0 and νi,j 6= 0, Xi is an
autoatalyst. If ν−i,j = ν
+
i,j = 0, Xi does not partiipate in the
reation Rj .
The rate of appearane
15.d vi in eah ompound Xi is
the resultant from exhange uxes and reation uxes (See
Appendix from Eq. 40 to Eq. 46 for more details):
vi = ϕ
e
i +
rX
j=1
νi,jϕj . (3)
The purpose of this study is to desribe the irulation of
matter and energy uxes inside the system. Like appropri-
ately underlined by Blakmond and Matar,
13,16
all reations
must be desribed as miroreversible
15.e
. This means that
in the equilibrium state, eah reations must obey detailed
balane
15.f
, implying that all independent uxes ϕj are zero
(see the Appendix part Miroreversibility and detailed bal-
aning for more details). As a onsequene, diret and
indiret kineti onstants (kj and k−j) must be onsistently
related with the thermodynami equilibrium onstant Kj .
An elegant way to automatially take into aount all these
relationships in omplex hemial networks was desribed by
Peusner and Mikuleky.
17
An analogy between hemial
networks and eletri networks an be done, in whih ase
a hemial reation an be desribed by the resistive onset of
hemial uxes between reatant and produt nodes. This
an be done by dening one harateristi parameter per
element: the Γj for eah reation, and the standard onstant
of formation Kf,i = e
−
∆fG
0
i
RT
for eah ompound. In that
ontext, a given state of the system is totally speied by
one variable for eah element: the ux ϕj of eah reation,
and the potential Vi of eah ompound.
The parameter Vi, harateristi of the state of the om-
pound Xi is dened by:
Vi =
xi
Kf,i
(4)
= e
µi
RT . (5)
3Vi is the ativity of ompound Xi (taken equal to its onen-
tration xi) orreted by its relative stability (reeted by its
standard onstant of formation Kf,i).
The parameter Γj , harateristi of the reation Rj is
dened by (See Appendix from Eq. 47 to Eq. 52 for more
details):
Γj = k−j
nY
i=1
K
ν
+
i,j
f,i = kj
nY
i=1
K
ν
−
i,j
f,i . (6)
Γj reets the general speed of the reation Rj in both
diretions. The eetive onstant rate is then equal to Γj
(high values reeting fast reation) divided by the standard
onstants of formation of the reatants (stable reatants
leading to slow reations, unstable reatants to fast reations).
The expression of the hemial ux for eah reation Rj
then beomes (Appendix Eq. 53):
ϕ−j = Γj
nY
i=1
V
ν
−
i,j
i , (7)
ϕ+j = Γj
nY
i=1
V
ν
+
i,j
i , (8)
ϕj = Γj
 
nY
i=1
V
ν
−
i,j
i −
nY
i=1
V
ν
+
i,j
i
!
. (9)
This equation is equivalent to a hemial Ohm's law, de-
sribing the onset of a hemial ux generated by dierenes
of hemial potential between reatants and produts.
The entropy prodution by one reation (Appendix Eq. 58)
is:
σj = −Rϕj ln
 
nY
i=1
V
νi,j
i
!
, (10)
= R(ϕ+j − ϕ
−
j ) ln
ϕ+j
ϕ−j
. (11)
This is equivalent to an energy dissipation, σj being positive
whatever the atual diretion of the ux. The total entropy
prodution of the network is:
σi =
rX
j=1
σj . (12)
The entropy of exhange (Appendix Eq. 62) is:
σe = R
nX
i=1
ϕei lnVi. (13)
A positive value of σe indiates an inrease of internal energy
Tσe due to the matter exhanges (and symmetrially, a
negative value indiates a derease).
The entropy balane an be omputed by:
σbal = σ
e − σi. (14)
The global energy exhange is ε = Tσbal. When σbal > 0, the
system globally onsumes energy. When σbal < 0, the system
globally releases energy.
A steady state orresponds to:
ϕei = −
rX
j=1
νi,jϕj . (15)
The exhanges with the surrounding an ompensate an
unbalane of the reations, maintaining ontinuous uxes ϕj .
In this ase, σbal is zero, that is σ
e = σi. The system exatly
dissipates what it reeives, maintaining onstant its internal
state. The maintaining of this state is ative, and is dierent
from the unique equilibrium state. The matter uxes ϕi imply
a ontinuous reation of entropy during the transformation.
The matter ux maintains the reation, allowing it to be
ontinuously performed.
The equilibrium state is a speial ase of steady state where
eah ϕj = 0 and ϕ
e
i = 0, in whih ase the absene of
exhanges leads to detailed balane
15.f
. There are no exhange
of any sort with the surrounding, and no entropy is produed:
σe, σbal and all σj are zero.
Nonequilibrium Onsager's Triangle
Coupling a hemial system to a soure of energy leads to the
spontaneous formation of uxes, possibly leading to positive
feedbak and self-organization.
3
Suh ouplings are atually
ubiquitous in all biologial systems, where many endergoni
biohemial reations are oupled to the hydrolysis of ATP.
Some nonequilibrium abioti systems also funtion on the
basis of hemial energy transfer.
18
These nonequilibrium
systems are haraterized by a losed system of given hem-
ial ompounds, performing unidiretional loops through the
onsumption of an exess (or lamped) of fuel moleule. The
anonial following example desribes how energy an generate
and maintain an unidiretional yle of reation.
Desription of the System. At equilibrium, a reation loop
an't be subjet to a unidiretional ux of reations, as all
reations beome balaned in detail.
14,19
Nonequilibrium
steady states rely on energy onsumption dissipated by en-
tropy prodution, leading to yli proesses.
20
In order to
understand what happens in these steady state systems, let
us onsider the following system:
ϕeX→ X ; ϕeX
C +X
ka⇀↽
k
−a
A+ Y ; ϕa
Y
ϕeY→ ; ϕeY
A
k1⇀↽
k
−1
B ; ϕ1
B
k2⇀↽
k
−2
C ; ϕ2
C
k3⇀↽
k
−3
A ; ϕ3
. (16)
The whole network is represented in g. 2A. Fluxes of X and
Y fore the reation from C to A, and thus maintain the
system {A,B,C} out of equilibrium. The reation uxes an
be expressed as:
ϕa = Γa (VcVx − VaVy) (17a)
ϕ1 = Γ1 (Va − Vb) (17b)
ϕ2 = Γ2 (Vb − Vc) (17)
ϕ3 = Γ3 (Vc − Va) . (17d)
Steady State. In the steady state, we have:
vb = 0 = ϕ1 − ϕ2 ⇒ ϕ1 = ϕ2 = ϕ
i, (18)
vx = 0 = ϕ
e
X − ϕa ⇒ ϕ
e
X = ϕa = ϕ
e, (19)
vY = 0 = ϕ
e
Y + ϕa ⇒ ϕ
e
Y = −ϕa = −ϕ
e, (20)
va = 0 = ϕa − ϕ1 + ϕ3 ⇒ ϕ3 = ϕ
i − ϕe. (21)
Note that this omes down to apply the equivalent of the
Kirhho's urrent law for a steady state hemial system.
21
4Figure 2: A: Shemati representation of the reation network
relative to a nonequilibrium Onsager triangle. B: Steady state
potential of the system
13.a
. a, spontaneous transformation
from A to C; b, ativated transformation from C to A; ,
spontaneous transformation from X to Y , oupled to the
ativated transformation b, the proess  foring the proess
b to ompensate for the proess a. C: Detailed distribution
of the entropi uxes inside the whole network. D: Simplied
desription of the system, emphasizing the oupling between
the external ompounds X,Y and the internal ompounds
A,B,C.
The relationship between the several uxes is thus:
`
Γ−11 + Γ
−1
2
´
ϕi = Va − Vc ((17b) + (17)),
(22)
Γ−13 ϕ3 = −
`
Γ−11 + Γ
−1
2
´
ϕi ((17d) = −(22)),
(23)
ϕi =
1
1 + Γ3
Γ1
+ Γ3
Γ2
ϕe ((21)&(23)). (24)
For a positive exhange ux ϕe, ϕi is positive and ϕ3 is
negative. There is a net ontinuous transformation around
the yle, initiated from C to A, transmitted from A to B and
from B to C. ϕi = ϕe +ϕ3 is the eetive ux indued in the
yle. ϕ3 is a leak of the ativation ux. The indued yle
ux is equal to the exhange ux (ϕi ≃ ϕe) when Γ3 ≪ Γ1
and Γ3 ≪ Γ2, that is, when the kinetis of reation 3 an be
negleted ompared to the kinetis of reations 1 and 2. The
fration of ux that is indued in the yle is independent of
the kinetis of the ativation reation, whih only plays a role
for the intensity of the steady state exhange ux (eient
ativation reations imply high exhange uxes).
At equilibrium, all the Vi are equal while in the nonequi-
librium steady state, the exhange of hemial energy allows
to maintain Va > Vb (Eq. 17b), Vb > Vc (Eq. 17), Va > Vc
(Eq. 17d), and VcVx > VaVy (Eq. 17a) whih omes down to:
Vx
Vy
>
Va
Vc
> 1, (25)
and thus Vx > Vy. Note here that although A is of higher
potential than C, there is a net onversion from C to A as
ϕa + ϕ3 = ϕ
i > 0. The transfer of hemial energy allows the
reyling of low potential ompound C bak to high potential
ompound A, ounterating the spontaneous evolution in the
opposite diretion (see g. 2B).
Entropi Analysis. The dierent entropy ontributions pro-
dued or exhanged during the proesses are:
σe = Rϕe ln
Vx
Vy
(26a)
σa = Rϕ
e ln
VcVx
VaVy
(26b)
σ1 = Rϕ
i ln
Va
Vb
(26)
σ2 = Rϕ
i ln
Vb
Vc
(26d)
σ3 = R(ϕ
e − ϕi) ln
Va
Vc
. (26e)
The inoming energy, due to matter exhange, is shared by
the four reations. These exhanges are represented in g. 2C.
Simplied Desription. The full hemial system an be di-
vided in two subsystems: the internal system, only subjet to
internal reation loops, and the exhange system, involving
ompounds that an be exhanged with the surrounding,
and thus subjet to linear hains of reations onneted to
external soures of matter. These two subsystems an be
easily determined from the laws of mass onservation. The
onserved moieties an be omputed from the left nullspae of
the stoihiometri matrix ν = [νi,j ] of the reation network
22
(the zeros of the stoihiometri matrix are replaed by dots
for better readability):
ν =
2
6664
−1 · +1 +1
+1 −1 · ·
· +1 −1 −1
· · · −1
· · · +1
3
7775 =⇒ Null(ν) =
0
BBB@
A 1 ·
B 1 ·
C 1 ·
X · 1
Y · 1
1
CCCA. (27)
The rst vetor of the left null spae base gives a pool of mass
onservation for {A,B,C}, and the seond vetor for {X, Y }.
X and Y ompounds are involved in matter exhanges, so that
their onentrations are ruled by the external onditions. No
ux of A, B or C is possible, so the total onentration a+b+c
is onstant (i.e. the system {A,B,C} an be onsidered as
losed, in ommuniation with the open system {X, Y }).
The subsystem {A,B,C} is omposed of a single unidire-
tional loop of transformations from A to B, then to C, and
bak to A, performed at a onstant rate ϕi (see Fig. 2D).
The subsystem {A,B,C} ats as a losed system, maintained
in a nonequilibrium ativity through its oupling with the
open-ow system {X, Y }. The inoming hemial energy Tσe
is transferred from {X, Y } to {A,B,C}, and dissipated by
ontinuous entropy reation:
σi = σa + σ1 + σ2 + σ3 (28)
= σe. (29)
Provided the system {X, Y } is suh that the onentrations
x and y an be onsidered as onstant (e.g. in the ase
of a large reservoir of energy ompared to a small system
{A,B,C}), the system {A,B,C} is mathematially stritly
equivalent to a losed system, in whih we have rst order
reations in A, B and C. The orresponding apparent kineti
rates would seem not to respet the miroreversibility, as they
impliitly depend on the onentrations x and y; eah time
suh theoretial hemial network is built,
23
it is fundamental
to realize that there is a hidden soure of energy in the system.
5Time Evolution. Numerial integration of the several subsets
of the system were performed using Xppaut,
24
with Kf,A =
1 M, Kf,B = 2 M, Kf,C = 4 M, Kf,X = 1 M, Kf,Y =
10 M, Γ1 = 1 M.s
−1
, Γ2 = 2 M.s
−1
, Γ3 = 4 M.s
−1
and
Γa = 40 M.s
−1
. This orresponds to k1 = k2 = k3 = 1 s
−1
,
ka = 10 M
−1.s−1, k−1 = k−2 = 0.5 s
−1
, k−3 = 4 s
−1
,
k−a = 4 M
−1.s−1, K1 =
beq
aeq
= 2, K2 =
ceq
beq
= 2 and
Ka =
yeq
xeq
= 10. Initial onditions were a0 = 3 M, b0 = 2 M,
c0 = 2 M. x and y = 10
−5
M were maintained onstant for
eah ase, orresponding to the presene of a large reservoir of
X and Y onneted to the internal system. Then, x was varied
as a parameter, allowing to tune the quantity of inoming
energy.
The evolution of the dierent uxes of transformation ϕ1,
ϕ2 and ϕ
′
3 = ϕ3 + ϕa (i.e. the total uxes of transformation
from A to B, from B to C, and from C to A) was examined.
Under these onditions, three dierent kind of evolution were
observed (see Fig. 3):
Equilibrium (x = 0): There is no energy soure. The system
initially dissipates its exess of internal energy, to evolve
spontaneously towards the equilibrium state (a = 1 M,
b = 2 M, c = 4 M) where the entropy prodution is
zero (i.e. the system reahes a maximum of entropy).
As only spontaneous reations are possible in absene of
oupling, the reation runs from A to B and from B to C
(ϕ1 > 0, ϕ2 > 0) and from A to C (ϕ
′
3 < 0). When the
equilibrium is reahed, all the uxes are zero: all reations
obey detailed balane.
Close to equilibrium (x = 0.01): There is a weak soure
of energy. The evolution is very similar, the system
evolves towards a steady state that is very lose to the
equilibrium state (a = 1.07 M, b = 2.01 M, c = 3.92 M).
The major dierene is observed after some time. The
entropy prodution does not go to zero, but diminishes
Figure 3: Time evolution of entropy produtions (A, C, E)
and hemial uxes (B, D, F) in nonequilibrium Onsager's
triangles as dened in Eq. 16. A and B: x = 0 M, C and
D: x = 0.01 M, E and F: x = 0.5 M. See text for the other
numerial values.
until reahing the exhange entropy, so that the inoming
energy is totally dissipated. The system thus reahes a
minimum of entropy prodution. The uxes also follow a
similar evolution as previously (ϕ1 > 0, ϕ2 > 0, ϕ
′
3 < 0),
exept that they now reah a non zero positive ux ϕi, ϕ′3
reversing its diretion when approahing the steady state
ϕ1 = ϕ2 = ϕ
′
3 > 0.
Far from equilibrium (x = 0.5): There is a strong soure
of energy. This time, the entropy prodution inreases
before dereasing towards the steady state (a = 2.6 M,
b = 2.4 M, c = 2.0 M). During the whole time, the
entropy prodution remains atually quite lose to the
exhange entropy. A unidiretional yle of reation is
almost instantaneously obtained in the system, (ϕ1 > 0,
ϕ2 > 0, ϕ
′
3 > 0). The far-from-equilibrium system is
ruled almost only by the energy ux.
The distribution of the uxes for dierent values of x is given
in Tab. 1. The exhange entropy grows with the availability of
the energy soure X. It an be seen that the majority of the
energy is dissipated by the ativation reation, only a small
fration of energy being transmitted to the yle (from 1%
to 16% in the performed experiments). In aordane with
Eq. 24, it an be heked that the fored irular ux i always
represents 14% of the XY exhange ux ϕe, whatever the
value of the inoming ux.
The APED Model
Energy Diagram
The APED model desribes a system based on the ativation
of monomers (that an typially be amino aids), the poly-
merization of ativated monomers with unativated monomers
or polymers, the epimerization of one end-residue of the
polymers, and the depolymerization of the polymers.
6,9
All
these reations take plae at the same time, in a system that
is losed in terms of monomer residues (they never enter or
leave the system). The ativation reation is oupled to the
onsumption of hemial energy, maintaining the system in
a nonequilibrium state. It was shown that suh a system
an lead to a stable non-raemi steady state, with the
approximation that most of the reations are irreversible.
9,13
Figure 4: Thermodynami diagram of the dierent ompounds
engaged in the APED system.
Let us analyze the behavior of the APED system, limited
to dimers for the sake of simpliity, appropriately taking
6Table 1: Entropy produtions, hemial uxes and ompounds onentration at the steady state in nonequilibrium Onsager
triangle for dierent inoming uxes.
x σe σ1 σ2 σ3 σa ϕ
i ϕe a b c
(M) (J.K
−1
.s
−1
.l
−1
) (%) (%) (%) (%) (M.s
−1
) (M.s
−1
) (M) (M) (M)
0 0     0 0 1 2 4
0.01 30 0.08 0.04 0.8 99.1 0.056 0.392 1.07 2.01 3.92
0.1 318 0.5 0.3 4.6 94.6 0.475 3.32 1.6 2.1 3.3
0.5 1080 0.8 1.0 10.8 87.3 1.41 9.90 2.6 2.4 2.0
1 1511 0.9 1.40 14.0 83.6 1.88 13.15 3.1 2.5 1.3
into aount the miroreversibility of all the reations.
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In
order to keep the new system lose to the irreversible system,
it is neessary to orretly hoose the parameters so that
the previously irreversible reations remain at least quasi-
irreversible; i.e. the previously negleted reverse reations
must be slow ompared to the diret reations. As a on-
sequene, these reations must have a very negative ∆rG
0
.
This orresponds to big energy dierenes between monomers
and ativated monomers, between ativated monomers and
dimers, and between dimers and monomers. The diagram of
Fig. 4 summarizes the energeti prole of the system.
A simple soure of energy is now expliitly introdued to
show the origin and repartition of uxes inside the system.
In so doing, we have to take into aount an ativating agent
X that allows the transformation of monomer into ativated
monomer. The ativation reation will thus beome L+X ⇀↽
L∗, essentially displaed to the right. Additionally, the spon-
taneous deativation of the ativated monomer will release a
low potential moleule Y as a waste. This an be done either
via a diret deativation bak to monomer L∗ ⇀↽ L + Y , or
an indiret one through polymerization L∗ + L ⇀↽ LL + Y ,
these two reations being again essentially displaed to the
right. A huge dierene of energy must exist between X and
Y to guarantee the quasi-irreversibility of the reations. The
transfer of energy is globally brought by the transformation of
X into Y , as a result of the ativation/deativation proess.
Like for the Onsager's triangle, the system an be de-
omposed into an internal subsystem (orresponding to the
previous system with expliit energy uxes) and an exhange
subsystem:
ν =
2
666666664
−1 · +1 · −1 · −1 · +2 +1 +1 · · · −1
· −1 · +1 · −1 · −1 · +1 +1 +2 · · +1
+1 · −1 · −1 −1 · · · · · · · · ·
· +1 · −1 · · −1 −1 · · · · · · ·
· · · · +1 · · · −1 · · · +1 · ·
· · · · · +1 · · · −1 · · · −1 ·
· · · · · · +1 · · · −1 · −1 · ·
· · · · · · · +1 · · · −1 · +1 ·
−1 −1 · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 · · · · · · ·
3
777777775
(30a)
⇒ Null(ν) =
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
L 1 ·
D 1 ·
L∗ 1 1
D∗ 1 1
LL 2 ·
LD 2 ·
DL 2 ·
DD 2 ·
X · 1
Y · 1
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCA
. (30b)
The rst vetor of the left null spae base gives a pool of mass
onservation for {L, D, L∗, D∗, 2LL, 2LD, 2DL, 2DD}, and
the seond vetor for {L∗, D∗, X, Y }. X and Y ompounds
are the only ones involved in matter exhanges, so that their
onentrations, as well as the onentrations of L∗ and D∗
are ruled by the external onditions. The internal subsystem
orresponds to the system of monomers, with the onservation
of their total number:
ctot = l + d+ l
∗ + d∗ + 2 · ll + 2 · ld+ 2 · dl + 2 · dd (31)
This property is harateristi of reyled systems. For open-
ow systems, suh as the Frank model, there is no internal
mass onservation. All ompounds are involved in a linear
hain of reations onneted to external soures (see the
Appendix part reyled and open-ow systems for more
details).
As stated in the original artiles,
6,9
this kind of ativation
an orrespond to the ativation of amino aids into NCA (N-
arboxyanhydride of α-amino aids). Several ativating agents
X an be used. In this ontext, arbonyldiimidazole (CDI) is
a ommonly used ompound
25
that may have been formed in
prebioti onditions.
26
Other prebiotially relevant agents are
also often ited in the literature, like ativation by isoyanate
and nitrogen oxides,
27
or arbon monoxides in onjuntion
with sulde ompounds.
28
When the ativation leads to
NCA formation, the waste ompound Y resulting from the
spontaneous hydrolysis of NCA is CO2. As required, all these
X ompounds are very reative, while Y is a very stable om-
pound.
29
One ould additionally fous on the phenomenon
that leads to the presene and maintenane of X ompounds
on prebioti Earth (like stable nonequilibrium onentrations
of nitrogen oxides or arbon monoxide in the atmosphere,
30
or the prodution of suldes by geohemial proesses
31
). As
long as these external phenomena are present, a hemial
soure of energy would be available, keeping the hemial
system of amino aids in an ative nonequilibrium state.
Thermodynami and Kineti Parameters
The relations will be written as a funtion of the parameters:
Kact =
Kf,L∗
Kf,L
≪ 1, (32a)
Kdim =
Kf,LL
K2f,L
≪ 1, (32b)
Kepi =
Kf,LD
Kf,LL
= γ. (32)
Kact depends on the dierene of energy between L
∗
and L
(or, equivalently, between D∗ and D). Kdim depends on the
dierene of energy between L and LL (or D and DD). And
Kepi, in turn, depends on the dierene of energy between
LD and DD (or DL and LL). Thus, the situation is totally
symmetrial with respet to interhanges between L and D
above.
The ensemble of kineti parameters relative to all the
hemial reations involved in the system is given in Tab. 2.
This way, the system an be totally haraterized, while re-
maining perfetly ompatible with thermodynami and kineti
relations, by the following independent parameters:
• Thermodynami: Kact, Kdim, γ
• Kineti: kA, kH , kP , kD, kE, kR, α, β
• External onditions: Vx, Vy
• Internal onditions: l, d, l∗, d∗, ll, ld, dl and dd
By hoosing the parameters so that all the bak reations
are negligible omparing to the diret reations, the system
7Table 2: Kineti and thermodynami parameters of the reations of the APED system. Kineti parameters of reations involving
X or Y ompounds are apparent kineti rates, assuming onstant onentration of x and y. The exat symmetrial of eah of
these reations is also inluded in the whole network, with exatly the same parameters.
Reation kj Kj k−j
σj
R
Ativation:
X + L
kA⇀↽
k
−A
L∗ kA
Kact
Kf,x
kA
KactVx
kA(l −
1
KactVx
· l∗) ln KactVxl
l∗
Deativation:
L∗
kH⇀↽
k
−H
L+ Y kH
Kf,y
Kact
kHKactVy kH(l
∗ −KactVyl) ln
l∗
KactVyl
Polymerization:
L∗ + L
kP,1
⇀↽
k
−P,1
LL+ Y kP
KdimKf,y
Kact
kP
KactVy
Kdim
kP (l · l
∗ −
KactVy
Kdim
ll) ln Kdiml·l
∗
KactVyll
L∗ +D
kP,2
⇀↽
k
−P,2
LD + Y αkP γ
KdimKf,y
Kact
kP
α
γ
KactVy
Kdim
αkP (d · l
∗ −
KactVy
γKdim
ld) ln γKdimd·l
∗
KactVy ld
Depolymerization:
LL
kD,1
⇀↽
k
−D,1
L+ L kD
1
Kdim
kDKdim kD(ll −Kdim · l
2) ln ll
Kdiml
2
LD
kD,2
⇀↽
k
−D,2
L+D βkD
1
γKdim
βγkDKdim βkD(ld− γKdim · l · d) ln
ld
γKdiml·d
Epimerization:
DL
kE⇀↽
k
−E
LL kE
1
γ
γkE kE(dl − γ · ll) ln
dl
γll
Raemization:
L
kR⇀↽
k
−R
D kR 1 kR kR(l − d) ln
l
d
desribed in the previous study, not taking into aount
miroreversible reations,
9
would be a orret approximation
of the omplete reversible framework desribed here. We thus
need, in aordane with the rst assumption of energy levels:
Vx ≫
1
Kact
, (33)
Kact · Vy ≪ Kdim ≪ 1. (34)
This orresponds to a big dierene of energy between mono-
mers and dimers, a yet larger dierene between monomers
and ativated monomers, and a very high potential of the
ativating agent X. Assuming that x and y are onstant
 maintained by external phenomena, or present in a large
exess  the reations involving X and Y ompounds orre-
spond to pseudo rst order reations in monomers or dimers.
Mathematially, the system is equivalent to a losed system
in monomer derivatives, maintained in a nonequilibrium state
by a ontinuous ux of hemial energy brought by the
spontaneous reation from X to Y , these ompounds being
maintained by other external proesses.
The system is subjet to a ontinuous ux of hemials:
σe = R (ϕeX lnVx + ϕ
e
Y lnVY ) . (35)
In the steady state, the inoming ux of X is equal to the
outgoing ux of Y , so that:
ϕeX = ϕ
e
y = ϕ
e. (36)
It will be ompensated by the onsumption rate of X:
vX = 0, (37)
ϕe = kA(l + d)− k−A(l
∗ + d∗). (38)
As a onsequene, the steady-state ux of entropy of exhange
is:
σe = RkA
„
(l + d)−
1
KactVx
(l∗ + d∗)
«
ln
Vx
Vy
. (39)
Analysis of the System
Simulations were performed
24
with ctot = 2 M , kA = 1 s
−1
,
kH = 1 s
−1
, kP = 1 s
−1
.M
−1
, kD = 1 s
−1
, kE = 1 s
−1
, kR =
0.0001 s−1, α = 0.1, β = 0.1, γ = 0.1, Kact = 10
−6
, Kdim =
10−3 M−1, Kf,x = 10
−9
M and Vy = 1. The parameter x
was kept as a variable, allowing to tune the distane from the
equilibrium.
Early evolution. Fig. 5 represents the early evolution of the
system, reahing quikly the raemi steady state, from an
initial state omposed exlusively by a quasi-raemi mixture
of monomers (initial enantiomeri exess 10−5). In this short
period, the system reahes a raemi steady state, i.e. a steady
state that is issued from the thermodynami equilibrium
branh. As observed in the nonequilibrium Onsager's triangle,
dierent behaviors are harateristi of equilibrium lose-to-
equilibrium and far-from-equilibrium onditions:
Fig. 5A : there is no energy soure, the system reahes
the equilibrium state. The entropy prodution dereases
towards zero. This system dissipates its initial exess of
energy before reahing the isolated equilibrium state.
Fig. 5B : there is a weak energy soure so that the system
remains lose to the equilibrium state. The evolution is
very similar to the preeding one, exept that the entropy
prodution dereases until a minimal value. The system
ontinuously dissipates the inoming energy. Similarly
to the previous system, the system initially dissipates its
exess of energy.
Fig. 5C : there is a strong energy soure, the system is far
from the equilibrium state. The balane of entropy is
now positive: the system stoks energy  rather than
dissipating it as previously observed  by aquiring high
onentration of high potential ompounds.
Following a longer period, we observe a transition of state
for some values of x (see Fig. 6): the enantiomeri exess
abruptly hanges to a non-zero value. The system swithes
8from the unstable raemi branh towards the stable non-
raemi branh. This transition is followed by a derease of
entropy prodution. A similar dynamial behavior is observed
in the Frank model
12.d
while the hemistry underlying both
models is rather dierent. If variations of entropy prodution
are typially observed during transition between states of
dierent stability, as in autoatalyti
12.a
or osillating
12.
systems, the sign of this variation is not neessarily negative.
Complete Bifuration Pattern. The same system was studied
in detail for dierent values of x, ranging from 10−3 M to
103 M. The partiulars of the dierent time ourses obtained
are reported in Fig. 7. A dierent bifuration pattern than
the one usually found is now observed:
• For low values of x, the system remains raemi. As
expeted, this orresponds to a state where the system
remains lose to the equilibrium sine not enough energy
is available.
• Then, starting from a ritial value of x = 0.0105 M,
a bifuration point is observed. The system swithes to
a non raemi branh, a far-from-equilibrium state that
beomes more stable than the lose-to-equilibrium one.
This orresponds to the expeted behavior happening
when enough energy is available.
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Figure 5: Entropy prodution of APED systems during the
early evolution. A, x = 0 M; B, x = 2.10−4 M; C, x = 0.5 M.
See the text for the other parameter values.
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Figure 6: Derease of the entropy prodution in an APED
system during the transition from an unstable raemi steady
state towards a stable non-raemi steady state, in the ase
x = 0.5 M.
• However, for the value x = 0.15 M, the enantiomeri
exess atually reahes a maximum, and then dereases
bak to a seond bifuration point at x = 2.11 M. The
system then swithes bak to the raemi branh as the
only remaining stable steady state. This behavior an
atually be also observed in the omplete Frank model
32
or in open-ow autoatalyti systems
12.a
.
Variation of Entropy Prodution during the Transitions. A
monotonous inrease of the inoming energy Tσe as a funtion
of x is observed. In the non raemi stable state  when it
exists  the system onsumes up to 2% less energy than on
the raemi branh. This orresponds to the derease of the
total entropy prodution during the transition between steady-
states. This derease is mostly due to a derease of entropy
prodution by ativation/deativation reations, and by the
epimerization reations. These dereases are small in absolute
value, but the relative variation of entropy prodution is very
important for the epimerization reations (up to 60%).
We thus observe a small hange on the global entropy
prodution of the system, that allows a large loal hange
entered in the epimerization reations  the engine of the
deraemization proess, as they are the only reations able to
hange the L/D balane in a system in whih the total number
of monomers is onstant  and a loal inrease of the entropy
prodution by the polymerization/depolymerization proesses
 that is, a rediretion a larger part of the energy uxes
towards the autoatalyti loops. Globally, the swith to the
far-from-equilibrium branh allows the use of the inoming
energy to both produe more dimers and to spontaneously
favour the stable non-raemi state.
Evolution of the Entropy Prodution with the Energy Flux.
The global entropy prodution follows the global energy on-
sumption and thus also monotonously inreases as a funtion
of x. For all systems, the energy is mostly dissipated by
the ativation and deativation reations. More interestingly,
the entropies produed by the polymerization, depolymer-
ization and epimerization reations are atually inreasing
when stable non-raemi steady states exist, but derease
to zero after the seond bifuration point. That is, after
the seond bifuration point, the ativation/polymerization/
epimerization/depolymerization loops disappear, giving plae
to only ativation/deativation loops.
Interpretation. When more and more energy is introdued
into the system, more and more ompounds are maintained
at high level of energy. As the key ompounds (i.e.: the
dimers, sine they allow dierenes of energy between the
diastereoisomers) are at intermediate energy levels, the der-
aemization will only our for an interval of energy ux. Not
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Figure 7: Enantiomeri exess (ee), diastereoisomeri exess of dimers (eed = ([LL]+[LD])−([LD]+[DL])
[LL]+[DD]+[LD]+[DL]
) and entropy prodution in
the steady states as a funtion of the inoming ux of energy in APED systems (see text for parameters). Solid urves orrespond
to values for stable steady states, and dotted urves to unstable steady states. A, H, P, D, E and R stand for ativation,
deativation, polymerization, depolymerization, epimerization and raemization, respetively. The gray area orresponds to the
range where non-raemi states are stable.
enough energy an not produe enough dimers while too muh
energy destroys the dimers in favor of ativated monomers (see
Fig. 8).
Before the rst bifuration, the system is very lose to
equilibrium, the most populated states being the lower energy
states (i.e. the free monomers). There is just not enough
energy to be direted towards the autoatalyti yles.
After the seond bifuration point, the situation is reversed.
The high ux of energy is almost only direted to the ativa-
tion/deativation loops. The most populated states are the
Figure 8: Steady-state omposition in APED systems for
dierent energy uxes. Top gure: steady state onentrations
of free, polymerized and ativated monomers as a funtion of
the onentration of the ativating agent X. Bottom gures:
shemati representation of major yle uxes before the rst
bifuration point, between the two bifuration points, and
after the seond bifuration point; the letter sizes represent
the relative quantity of ompounds; the arrows represent the
major yle uxes. The gray area orresponds to the range
where non-raemi states are stable.
highest energy states. This is haraterized by a saturation
phenomenon with most of the monomers being maintained in
the ativated form, rather than in dimers or free monomers.
Just a small amount of energy is direted towards the auto-
atalyti loops. This phenomenon an be ompared to what
is observed in open-ow Frank-like systems.
32
When matter
uxes are too important, the system remains raemi: the high
energy inoming ompounds have no time to reat before being
ushed outside the system. Similarly to what is observed here,
the exess of energy ux (due to matter exhanges) maintains
high onentration of high energy ompounds, preventing
them to reat in autoatalyti reations.
It is only between the two bifuration points that the
autoatalyti loops an be eiently performed. A substantial
quantity of dimers is maintained, so that the epimerization
reation an eetively take plae. The energy is thus
eiently used to generate a non-raemi steady state.
Conlusion
The full thermodynami study of the APED system empha-
sizes the great importane of the energy transfers. Energy
must ow into the system in order to stabilize the non raemi
state. But just the onsumption of energy is not suient:
energy must be eiently used. It must be direted towards
the interesting elements of the reation network, that is the
autoatalyti loops, able to indue positive feedbaks inside
the system. This point has to be foused on when designing
hemial experimental systems that an present suh non-
linear behaviors.
This rediretion of some part of the free energy available
in the environment (here, the dierene of hemial potentials
maintained betweenX and Y ompounds) towards some inter-
nal mehanisms (here, the hiral autoatalyti yles) is one
of the key onditions allowing the emergene of nonequilibrium
properties (here, a non-raemi steady state). Studies of the
origin of life have to take into aount suh type of energy
fous
33,3.a,3.b
. Real hemial systems are generally away
10
from the equilibrium state as they ontinuously ommuniate
with their surrounding. Several abioti systems an be found
in very dierent environments (interstellar spae,
34
planet
rust
31
or atmosphere
30
) and diverse forms of available free
energy an be found in these environments: by means of
these external energy soures, nonequilibrium onentrations
of ativated ompounds an be maintained.
In this ontext, the hallenge is to better understand how
this available energy an be passed down to other hemial
systems and used so that it leads to self-organization, in a sim-
ilar way as it is performed by metabolisms. This orresponds
to understanding the emergene of protometaboli systems.
35
When a hemial system is onneted to hemial soures of
energy, internal reation loops are possibly maintained, poten-
tially leading to the emergene of autoatalyti behaviors
3.
.
Suh nonequilibrium hemial systems are prone to self-
organization and self-maintenane.
1,2
Thus, the transition of
suh protometaboli systems towards repliative systems an
be seen as a proess of spontaneous self-organization under
energeti pressures. Rather than opposing self-organization
and natural seletion,
36
it may help to understand how
natural seletion emerges from self-organization.
37
Avoiding
the vitalist idea of biohemial systems behaving in a funda-
mentally dierent way than abioti hemial systems, it leads
to the desription of general hemial systems under similar
priniples.
As a onsequene, if a given system permit the ontin-
uous ativation of amino aids with a suient energeti
eieny,
25
polymerization/depolymerization yles will nat-
urally be established. This would orrespond to a very simple
self-organized protometabolism, able to onsume energy, to
generate some omplexity by synthesizing and maintaining a
dynami pool of oligopeptides, and potentially being able to
evolve towards a stable non raemi state. If suh senario
ould have been realized, it would imply mirror symme-
try breaking to be one natural property of self-organizing
protometabolisms. Of ourse, strong preautions must be
taken when dealing with suh omplex hemial systems,
as emphasized by Orgel.
38
The robustness, stability, and
hemial relevane of this senario must be thoroughly tested
and examined.
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Appendix
Miroreversibility and Detailed Balaning. It is important to
understand that hemial reations are reversible at the mirosopi
level, and irreversible at the marosopi level. The mirosopi
reversibility (or miroreversibility) is a onsequene of the time-
reversal symmetry of the fundamental laws of physis: for a
given moleule subjeted to a hemial transformation, the inverse
transformation an be obtained by following the exat pathway but
in the opposite diretion. The detailed balaning is a marosopi
property that an be dedued from miroreversibility: when the
system is at thermodynami equilibrium, reation rates in both
diretions anel for eah reation (implying the relationship given
in Eq. 6). This transition from a mirosopi to a marosopi
desription  involving statisti treatment and the loss of infor-
mation about individual moleule behaviors  explains how as
hemial system beomes irreversible at the marosopi level, in
the sense that hemial reations always evolve spontaneously from
a nonequilibrium state towards an equilibrium state, never in the
opposite diretion. More details on this subjet an be found in the
artile of Boyd.
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In that ontext, there is thus no detailed balaning in a nonequi-
librium system, in the sense that not all the individual uxes have
to be anelled: there an be the onset of hemial uxes inside the
system.
20
However, this does not imply that there is a breakdown
of time-reversal symmetry at the mirosopi level (as it may be the
ase in some spei systems
39
). In a nonequilibrium system, there
an be hemial uxes, but kineti onstants remain linked through
the thermodynami equilibrium onstants.
Kineti Relationships. The system exhanges matter with its sur-
rounding. The variation in onentration due to external exhanges,
for eah inoming or outgoing ompound, is:
dexi
dt
= ϕei . (40)
Note that ϕei an be positive or negative, depending on whether
the omponent omes into the system or leaves it. Internal trans-
formations our through the hemial proesses. The variation in
onentration due to the internal transformations is:
ϕ+j = kj
nY
i=1
x
ν
−
i,j
i , (41)
ϕ−j = k−j
nY
i=1
x
ν
+
i,j
i , (42)
ϕj = ϕ
+
j − ϕ
−
j , (43)
dixi
dt
=
rX
j=1
νi,jϕj . (44)
The total variation in the onentration of eah hemial speies is
thus given by:
vi =
dxi
dt
, (45)
=
dexi
dt
+
dixi
dt
. (46)
Miroreversibility. At equilibrium, the miroreversibility implies
the detailed balaning of the reation (i.e. the uxes are aneling
in both diretions of eah reation):
ϕ+j = ϕ
−
j , (47)
kj
k−j
=
nY
i=1
x
νi,j
i,eq , (48)
= Kj . (49)
The equilibrium onstant an be expressed as a funtion of the
standard onstants of formation of the ompounds involved in the
reation:
Kj =
nY
i=1
K
νi,j
f,i . (50)
It is then possible to express a relation between the parameters of
the diret reation with the parameters of the indiret reation:
k−j
nY
i=1
K
ν
+
i,j
f,i = kj
nY
i=1
K
ν
−
i,j
f,i , (51)
= Γj . (52)
This leads to the expression of Γj , that is a harateristi parameter,
ombining kineti and thermodynami properties of the mirore-
versible reation.
Relation uxes-potential.
ϕj = kj
nY
i=1
K
ν
−
i,j
f,i ·
nY
i=1
x
ν
−
i,j
i
nY
i=1
K
ν
−
i,j
f,i
− k−j
nY
i=1
K
ν
+
i,j
f,i ·
nY
i=1
x
ν
+
i,j
i
nY
i=1
K
ν
+
i,j
f,i
(53)
= Γj
 
nY
i=1
V
ν
−
i,j
i −
nY
i=1
V
ν
+
i,j
i
!
. (54)
The parameters relative to the reation (
ϕj
Γj
) are separated from the
parameters relative to reatants (
Q
V
ν
−
i,j
i ) and from the parameters
relative to the produts (
Q
V
ν
+
i,j
i ). This equation is analogous to
an Ohm's law, in whih the reation ux (ϕj), as an analogous to
an eletrial intensity, beomes a funtion of the potential between
reatants and produts (Vi parameters). Similar laws are given
in the literature, but the relationship is sometimes given as a
funtion of hemial potentials µi rather than the Vi parameters,
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in whih ase this law beomes true only lose to equilibrium.
40
The relation of Eq. 53 is true even in nonequilibrium states, and
is rather similar to the desription of Peusner et al.,
17
exept that
the Vi potentials are alulated relatively to the standard state 
thus the introdution of the Kf,i  rather than relatively to one
arbitrary node. The advantage of this desription is to be totally
symmetri for all ompounds, not depending on any numbering,
and is thus more general.
Entropi Analysis. The system will ontinuously dissipate energy,
through the hemial reations. The entropy prodution by unit of
time σj , per eah reation taking plae in the system, is equal to:
41
σj =
„
∂iSj
∂t
«
P,T
, (55)
= JchXch, with Jch = ϕj , Xch =
A
T
, (56)
= ϕj ·
−
Pn
i=1 νiµi
T
, (57)
= −Rϕj ln
 
nY
i=1
V
νi,j
i
!
, (58)
= R(ϕ+j − ϕ
−
j ) ln
ϕ+j
ϕ−j
. (59)
It an be noted that whatever the sign of ϕj , in aordane with
the seond priniple, σj is always positive (zero in the limit ase
ϕj = 0).
The total prodution of entropy by all internal transformations
is the resultant of all these hemial proesses, that is:
σi =
rX
j=1
σj . (60)
At the same time, the system exhanges entropy through matter
exhange with the surrounding:
σe =
1
T
nX
i=1
dexi
dt
µi, (61)
= R
nX
i=1
ϕei lnVi. (62)
Reyled and Open-Flow Systems. An open-ow system is
haraterized by the absene of internally onserved ompounds.
All of them are linked to matter exhanges, so that there annot be
any mass onservation rule. The following simple Frank model is
taken as an example:
ϕeA→ A (63a)
A+ L
k1
⇀↽
k
−1
L+ L (63b)
A+D
k1
⇀↽
k
−1
D +D (63)
L+D
k2
⇀↽
k
−2
P (63d)
P
ϕeP→ (63e)
The onserved moieties of this system are:
ν =
2
64
−1 −1 ·
+1 · −1
· +1 −1
· · +1
3
75 =⇒ Null(ν) =
0
B@
A 1
L 1
D 1
P 2
1
CA. (64)
All the ompounds are engaged in a linear suession of reations
onneted to exhange uxes.
In order to reyle this system, the produts must be ativated
bak to the reatants, that is to replae the uxes of Eq. 63a and
Eq. 63e by:
P +X
k3
⇀↽
k
−3
2A+ Y (65a)
ϕeX→ X (65b)
Y
ϕeY→ (65)
Whih leads to:
ν =
2
666664
−1 −1 · +2
+1 · −1 ·
· +1 −1 ·
· · +1 −1
· · · −1
· · · +1
3
777775
=⇒ Null(ν) =
0
BBBBB@
A 1 ·
L 1 ·
D 1 ·
P 2 ·
X · 1
Y · 1
1
CCCCCA
. (66)
This now turns out to be an internal subsystem with mass
onservation of a + l + d + 2p, onneted to the ux of matter
{X, Y }. However, this system is still not a reyled system of hiral
subunits, as there is no mass onservation of l + d, exept in the
ase where the A and P ompounds an be negleted ompared to L
and D. In this latter ase, the proess of destrution/onstrution
of hiral subunits beomes equivalent to an ativated raemization
proess.
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